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A.

l.

INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY

The Communist Party

(a) In a Communist Party pamphlet, 'Smash Phase 111', published on January 8,
1974, Bert Ramelson, Industrial Organiser of the Communist Party, stated:
"...

Wage increases of at least 20 per cent are necessary to ensure that

the real purchasing power of last year's settlements is maintained Lill
the following year's claim. Further, it is high time to make an advance
towards the 35 hour week and the achievement of equal pay now.

"Such demands cannot be met within the terms of Phase 3 ...
be smashed.

Phase 3 must

It won't be easy but it can be done ...

"Phase 3 is part of the Counter-Inflation Act, which just like the
Industrial Relations Act, is a class biased law imposed by a minority on
the vast majority. No law which is a direct attack on the basic democratic
rights of the people won in long and bitter struggle can be respected
"... Attacking workers' wages is so central to the Government's strategy,
that its defeat on this issue by masses of workers could shatter the last
traces of the Government's credibility so that its ability to govern would
be seriously undermined. If that should happen there would hardly be any
tears shed within the Labour movement or many other strata of the
population. That is the price that any Government in a democracy has to pay
if its policies collapse because they are rejected by the mass of the
people and they lose all credibility ...

"... There are millions of workers with claims in, all of them in excess
of the Government-dictated norm. The sooner they get involved in action
in support of their claims the greater the chances of their own and
everyone else's success.

If that were to happen, the Tory calculation of

defeating one section at a time would be turned against them; it would
isolate the Government.

"It is a crying shame that when so many workers are involved in or are on
the verge of struggle against a policy condemned by the TUC, the general
council does nothing tangible to help them realize the TUC's own declared
policy ..."

(b)

In a report to the meeting of the executive committee of the Communist

Party on January 13, 1974, Bert Ramelson, the Party's Industrial Organiser,

"... called for the mobilising of all resources to develop mass
solidarity with the miners and all others in struggle and to get an
emergency Trade Union Congress called to organise national industrial
action to smash Phase 3. Prominent also in this campaign should be
the aims of releasing the Shrewsbury 3 and defeating the government
lockout - the three-day week.
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"About the revival of the anti-Communist bogy, Mr Ramelson said that:
'Whenever the
that threaten
divisions, by
they know the

ruling class are faced with mass struggle and policies
their rule they seek to destroy the movement by creating
attempting to isolate the Communists, precisely because
part Communists play in helping to develop the struggle

for such policies' ...
"Miners never claimed to be a special case, Mr Ramelson said.

Their case

was that the Wilberforce gains had been eroded by massive inflation, and
'The general council's resumption of
that went for all workers.
discussions with Heath does harm in creating the impression that the
government's tough tactics pay off, that the general council is weakening
and that will encourage the government to be tougher still', he added.

The government would now demand 'copper—bottomed guarantees' that the TUC
will accept Phase 3 cuts in real wages and if it did not, would blame it
In talking, the TUC had betrayed the congress mandate
for breakdown.
which was for 'total and complete rejection of Phase 3, restoration of

free collective bargaining for all workers'.

'These talks must cease and

an emergency congress be convened', demanded Mr Ramelson ...

"'Faced with the developing mass movement', said Mr Ramelson, 'the Tory
government is ruthlessly pursuing its drive towards authoritarianism,
aided and abetted by the mass media'.

The use of the army at Heathrow

was part of the scheme 'to condition the public to see the army in use
in our cities. It could veil preparations for what they fear may be the
successful development of the mass movement toward a general strike ...'"
(Morning Star

January 14, 1974)

(e) At the TUC conference of trade union general secretaries and presidents
in London on January 16, Eddie Marsden, general secretary of the

Constructional Section of the Amalgamated Union of Engineering Workers and a
member of the executive committee of the Communist Party,

"... said he had difficulty in accepting the TUC's report. He said it
showed the failure of talks with the government, and at no stage had
the government acted on views expressed by the TUC. He was also worried
that there had been signs of a compromise being sought, in a situation
where no compromise was possible. The best way to help the miners, he
said, was to declare solidarity with them, and it was wrong for the TUC
leaders to give the impression that other unions would accept Phase 3
if the government came to a settlement with the miners ... In his opinion
the proposals for action in the document did not go far enough and the
time had already come for a special congress to be called ..."

(Morning Star
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2.

The International Socialists

(a) An article in Socialist Worker organ of the International Socialists on
the progress made by this movement in 1973 stated that,
the March conference pledged the organisation to concentrate its
"...
to build
recruitment and its activity at the point of production:

factory branches at the place of work by bringing together the socialists

and militants into fully-fledged units of the organisation.
Optimistically, we set a target of 10 factory branches by next conference
Nine months later, we have 39 such branches, most of them in factory

units ... The use of regular bulletins about conditions in the factory,
and regular meetings to discuss strategy, have helped to pressure — and

p in the
in some cases remove — existing right-wing trade union leadershi
factory ...

"During the year, 20 trade union fractions have been built up from almost
nothing. There is now IS organisation in all the country's main unions.
In the white collar unions, there have been some outstanding successes
unions,
We cannot claim the same sort of successes in the large manual
where the immediate difficulties of organisation are more serious ...

this
"IS members have been involved in every major industrial diSpute
ll
year ...
(Socialist Worker

(b)

January 5, 1974)

committee of the International
Tony Cliff, a leading member of the national

Socialists, wrote in Socialist Worker that,

leadership in the
"... In the face of the bankruptcy of the trade union
leadership - has to
file
and
rank
a
hip
leaders
new
a
crisis
t
presen
have to be clasped.
be created. Across industry the hands of workers
papers - The Collier,
file
and
The initiative taken by a number of rank

P0875 Office Wor'kez' ‘ to C811
Nalgo Action News, Camorker, Steelworker,
.
is a step in the right direction.

a conference in Birmingham on March 30
lesson. The struggle to
Above all, one must draw the correct political
to picket, our workplace
right
our
defend
to
rds,
standa
living
defend our
ual employer but — and
individ
the
t
agains
only
not
organisation, is directed
Workers' struggle must be a political
above all - against the government.
sion workers have to build conclu
sful
succes
a
to
lead
To
struggle.

workers' party".
and urgently - a strong revolutionary socialist
(Socialist Worker
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3.

The Workers'

Revolutionary Party

A statement issued on January 4, by the political committee of the
Workers' Revolutionary Party urged all trade unionists to:

"Occupy all factories threatened with closure and redundancies.
"Build a triple alliance of miners, railmen and engineers against Phase
Three and the Tory government.

"Abolish the anti-union laws ...

"Build Councils of Action on a local, regional and national basis to
organize the fight against the Tory government.

"Join the Workers' Revolutionary Party".
(Workers' Press, organ of the
Workers' Revolutionary Party,
January 5, 1974)

4.

The International Marxist Group

Red Weekly, organ of the International Marxist Group, defined the central
tasks of the period following the TUC conference of trade union presidents
and general secretaries as to

Build national strike action against Tory wage policy:
"1.
by the miners, engineers and railmen;

2.

especially

Build a fighting alliance of miners, engineers and railmen at all

levels;

Organise actions which will force the official trade union
3.
leadership either to end their collaboration with the Tory Government
and take steps which aid the struggle, or to reveal their inability to
combat the Tory offensive;

Establish Councils of Action represenative of the whole labour
4.
movement in every area to coordinate the struggles against the Tory
lock-out and prepare a united counter offensive;
5.

Organise, out of all the current struggles in which workers are

engaged, a general strike to bring down the Tory Government ..."
(Red Weekly
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B.

THE TRADE UNIONS

General

In an article in The Times, Lord Chalfont stated:

"...
The Communist Party of Great Britain, after 50 years of unremit
ting
toil, has proved to be an almost total failure as a politica
l organisation.
In the trade unions, however, the picture is a different one.
Through

sheer hard work and organising ability, Communists or
Communist sympathisers
now control over 10 per cent of the important posts
in the major industrial

unions - a figure ludicrously disproportionate to their actual
numbers.
They are especially strong in the Amalgamated Union of Engineering
Workers
and increasingly so in the Transport and General Workers' Union.
They

virtually control the important Scottish and Welsh areas of the
National
Union of Mineworkers.
No one should be in any doubt that the aims of
the Communist Party's'industrial' organisation are almost entirely
political.
The declared purpose is to gain control of the trade union movement
and

eventually of the Labour Party.

..."
(The Times January 11, 1974)

In reply, the Morning Star stated:

"...

Chalfont is, of course, totally distorting the position of the

Communist Party when he says that its purpose is 'to gain control of the
trade union movement and eventually of the Labour Party'.
The

Communist Party wants to see the trade union movement democratically
controlled by its members, and carrying out the functions for which it

was created.

That is why Communists have opposed attempts by all

governments, Tory or Labour, to interfere in trade union affairs and
take away trade union rights. ..."

(Morning Star January 12, 1974)

(b)

In an article "Reds under the Bed?" which appeared in New Society, Robert

Taylor wrote:

"...
The professional Communist watchers can discover plenty of
comrades in the trade union ranks today.
It is estimated that ten

per cent of officials in the trade union movement are card carriers.
There are six on the 27 strong mineworkers' executive.
The new president
of the raildrivers' union (ASLEF) is a Communist.

There are said to be

four party members on the executivesof the railwaymen's and the post
office workers' union.
The president of the National Union of Teachers

is a Communist.
There are a sprinkling of party members among the civil
service unions, though the ultra left have made inroads there.
The
construction workers' union (UCATT) has two Communists on its executive.
in 1968, the Transport and General Workers' Union lifted the ban on party
members holding office in the union.
It is claimed that ten of their
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the body meets only quarterly
38-strong executive are Communists, but
bans

and has little power.

The electricians are the only union which

An attempt to change

the union.
party members from holding office in

that at the

defeated.
last rules revision conference was heavily

amated Union of Engineering
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's
union
the
to
rs
the 52 membe
...
stewards are party members.
one in 30 of the union‘s 30,000 shop

shopfloor as an end in itself.
"The party does not see action on the
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g pressure on trade union leade
puttin
of
way
a
Communists believe it is
ds
deman
and
ests
inter
the
ct
refle
and making them follow policies that
'Even
.
The party is not against leadership
of the rank and file.
the constant
the enemy, if it bows to
a rightwing leadership is not
As Communist control has
Ramelson.
says
',
sure
pres
of
flow
rd
upwa
it remains unclear

But
grown.
slackened, the party's influence has
In practice, the
ment.
move
r
Labou
the
in
whom
by
who is being absorbed
, illconceived
tuous
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gh
throu
gain
its
party is unwilling to throw away
believe
They
e'.
strik
Communists do not shout 'general
adventures.
attracts immature
and that this only
s put all leadership in question
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lutionary slogans.
young people who like shouting revo

(New Society January 17, 1974)
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2.
(a)

THE NATIONAL UNION 0F MINEWORKERS
In an article on "The Miners and the Crisis", Michael McGahey, Vice-

,'resident of the National Union of Mineworkers and a member of the executive
committee of the Communist Party, stated:

"...
The crisis we experience is one of the system, and therefore
the question of a radical change in society is now on the agenda.
None
of us should Shirk this question;

the present crisis-ridden system means

that periodically we face mass unemployment and continuous struggle to
maintain living standards.
It is not the responsibility of the labour and
trade union movement to solve the problems of capitalism;
it is the duty
of the movement to create the conditionsfor ending a system that has
proved unworkable.
...

"The crisis in Britain and other capitalist countries stands out in
glaring contrast to the advances in the socialist sector of the world.

...

”in the Soviet Union and other coal-producing countries in the socialist
Their mining
world miners are the highest-paid industrial workers.
Yet in the
industries are expanding with no threat to job security.

last 25 years in Britain we have seen the mining industry contract from
a manpower of 700,000 till now we barely hold the figure of 260,000.

The miners are determined to end this situation, and that
"...
determination grows with each passing day; all the threats and
intimidation of the Press and the government will in no way weaken
Therefore, in alliance with the engineers, locomen and
the struggle.
others, the miners will remain united and are determined to burst through
Phase Three.
"Let the leadership of the labour and trade union movement respond, and

Heath can be forced to go.

..."
(Labour Monthly January,l974)

(b)

In a series of articles about the National Executive of the National

Union of

Mineworkers, Paul Routledge, Labour Correspondent of The Times, stated:

"... The leading figure of the six Communists on the executive is
Mr Michael McGahey, at 48 the union's national Vice-President and
... Mr McGahey is a member of the Communist Party
Scottish President.
national executive and more importantly the 'inner circle' political
Strategy is his business, and he makes no bones about
committee.
it in public, calling for the overthrow of the present government by

concerted political and industrial action.

...

"The Communists make up a recognizable political faction,but they are not a
They can and do split when votes are taken
simple monolithic block.
And there
on the executive, particularly if it is a coalfield issue.
However, on
are hawks among them, notably Mr Whela and Mr Collins.
the basic direction of policy, they arg united, and Mr McGahey speaks
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for them all:

'I see no conflict in my role as a Communist and my

role as a trade union leader, to put into practice the aim and
objective of the NUM, which is the complete abolition of capitalism.

Capitalism is an antiquated system
We must dispense with antiques.
that should be confined to the dustbin of society, and a new society
created.

That society will be created in our own British way,

through the parliamentary machine'.

...

"The first thing to remark about the Labour-left group on the miners'
union executive is that it is a relatively new phenomenon, at least in
None of the five left-wingers who regularly line
its present size.
up the Communist block was on the executive before 1971, and three of
them were elected only last year.

...

"Just as the Communists have a naturally outstanding figure in
Mr Michael McCahey, so does the Labour-left;

Mr Arthur Scargill, a

35-year-old Marxist who captured the leadership of Yorkshire, the biggest

Mr Scargill joined the Young Communist
...
coalfield, last year.
League as a teenager, and became Yorkshire chairman of the organisation,

sitting also on its national executive alongside Mr Jimmy Reid, whose name

was later to crop up on Clydeside.

He held a CF card for several

After
years, but describes himself as 'never a very active member'.
some deep-seated political differences with the Communist Party, he
... Describing himself as 'the hardest of the hard—
left in 1962.
liners' on the executive, Mr Scargill puts the Labour-left view that the
Scarcely able to
union should be 'moving towards strike action'.
conceal his delight that the 'waiting time' negotiations device has
'I believe that the talks
proved a fruitless exercise, he adds:
You don't talk to people who are not
should never have been held.
.. "
...'
prepared to offer anything.
(The Times January 3 and 4,1974)

(c)

During a recent visit to Moscow Leslie Dixon, a Communist member of the

stated in an
executive council of the Amalgamated Union of Engineering Workers,

interview with Moscow Radio,

"...

It is also correct to say that in a recent dispute in Great

Soviet
Britain in which our mine working industry was involved, the

trade unions made a substantial contribution to their dispute fund
in order to alleviate hardships of the workers involved in

There are other instances which I can't call
that particular dispute.
and exchanges
to mind just now, but these are good examples of solidarity

of greetings and support between our two great countries”.

(Moscow Radio in English for
Great Britain and Ireland
January 12, 1974)
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Lawrence Daly, General Secretary of the National Union of Mineworkers,
was quoted as saying on January 17,

"... Mr Dixon is quite wrong.
We have checked our records and there
was no financial contribution made to us by Soviet trade unionists
during the 1972 national strike. ...
There is also no question
of any financial help being given to us by Soviet unions during the

present dispute".
(The Daily Telegraph

January 18, 1974)

Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen
In an article on ASLEF in The Times, Alan Hamilton stated:

"... Broadly the executive divides into moderate and left-wing camps,
but such political divisions are much less relevant in the small body
than they are, for example, on the executive of the National Union of

Mineworkers.

...

"The current president of the union is a Communist Party member from
Sheffield, Mr Bill Ronksley.
...
"The balance changed at the end of last year when Mr Bill Williams, the

Southern Region representative, retired, and was replaced by Mr Derek
Fullick, the former local secretary at Waterloo.

...

"Mr Fullick... is in the militant camp.
Other left-wingers are the
Vice-President Mr Terry Clarke, from Cheshire, who proposed Mr Ronksley
for President, Mr Les Johnston from Liverpool, and a newcomer Mr Charlie
..."
Rodger from Scotland.

(The Times January 18, 1974)

Union of Construction,

Allied Trades

and Technicians

"Communist influence in the national executive of the Union of
Construction, Allied Trades and Technicians has been strengthened by
the election to the executive of Mr Arthur Utting.

"MrUtting, until now Vice-Chairman of the union's eastern regional
council, becomes the first Communist Party member to be elected to the
executive since it was formed by amalgamation of building industry
unions three years ago.

"Hejoins two other Communists on the executive who held their positions
..."
before the amalgamation.

(The Times
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Transport and General Workers' Union

y
"Increasing militancy among building workers was reflected yesterda
of
e
executiv
the
to
Shepherd
Jim
Mr
er
left-wing
in the election of
the Transport and General Workers' Union.

Mr Shepherd, who comes

as
from Liverpool, was elected by the TGWU national building group
of
member
nt
promine
a
is
He
e.
executiv
the
on
its representative
the Building Workers' Charter movement in Liverpool".
(Morning Star January

9 , 1974)

union movement has
"A further victory for the left wing in the trade
ve
the election of Mr Sid Easton ... to the executi

been chalked up with
s' Union.
council of the Transport and General Worker

He was returned to

with him, to represent
the executive after being off for one term.
one region, is
number
giant
union's
the
of
area
the greater London

Mr Brian Nicholson, who was re-elected.

The executive seat for the

r left-winger, Morrie
outer part of the region has again gone to anothe
..."
.
driver
Campbell, a lorry

(Morning Star January 14,
1974)

n on the national
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il
counc
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The two existing members, Mr Vic Selway,
maintained in recent elections.
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(Financial Times January
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SIR JOHN HUNT

Copy to:

Irrespondence

Mr. Haydon.
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To balance this, Mr. Wyatt was asked by some of the regiOnal
4.
contractors (eg in the Midlands and the North) to take part in a specia
discussion programme, shown after the main film, with the Rt. Hon.
Barbara Castle MP, Mr. Geoffrey Stewart-Smith MP and Mr. Alan F

general secretary of the National Union of Public Employees.
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I understand he was able to make many of the points excised from the
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Mr Red

way

'RED UNDER THE BED'
1.
Mr. Woodrow Wyatt's television programme, 'Red under the Bed',
was shown nationally on commercial television on Tuesday, 13 November,
at 10. 30 p. m. I attach some of the comments and correspondence
which it pr0voked.

2.
We had a discreet but considerable hand in this programme. F01some years, Mr. Brian Connell, programme planner of Anglia TV, had
hoped to make some such feature himself but was never able to get it

off the ground.

Early this year he commissioned Mr. Woodrow Wyatt,

the former Labour MP and active journalist with whom,we have been in
$9“ 3 F1

VK \uQ) m;

close touch since 1956, to make it.

In February Mr.

Wyatt approached

us direct for help. We consulted the Department of EmplOyment and the
Security Service through Mr. Conrad Heron's group, which has been
meeting approximately fortnightly for the past year. With their agreement,
Mr. Wyatt was given a large dossier of our own background material.
It is clear from internal evidence in the programme that he drew
extensively on this; there is no doubt, for instance, that he drew on Our
paper on 'Violent Picketing' to good effect. Simultaneously he approached
of his own accord another old and trusted contact of ours, Mr. MCKeown

of Industrial Research and Information Services Limited (IRIS), and not
only drew heavily on his rescurces but used him as one of the principal
witnesses in the programme itself.

3.
In our estimation this was a hard-hitting, interesting and effective
exposure of Communist and Trotskyist techniques of industrial subversion.
But Mr. Wyatt's concluding message, that the CPGB's main aim is to
take Over the LabOur Party by fair means or foul - an opinion which is

almost incontrovertible - offended the Independent Broadcasting Authority's
standards of objectivity, as they interpret the Statute by which they
operate. This difference of opinion held up the showing of the film for

some months (it had been made for networking on 1 May last), enraged
Mr. Wyatt and caused the IBA to make cuts in his commentary which 10“
the ending of the film rather formless.
To balance this, Mr. Wyatt was asked by some of the regional
4.
contractors (eg in the Midlands and the North) to take part in a special
discussion programme, shown after the main film, with the Rt. Hon.

Barbara Castle MP, Mr. Geoffrey Stewart—Smith MP and Mr. Alan Fisher,
general secretary of the National Union of Public Employees. In this ‘
I understand he was able to make many of the points excised from the film.
/We

SECRET
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We are obtaining transcripts. Moreover, the difference of opinion
with IBA produced additional publicity both for the programme and for
Mr. Wyatt's central thesis, as the attached press cuttings show.

5.

good.

I

In general, this film, given national networking, can only have done

It is especially a feather in the cap of the modest but well-informed,

and effective, anti—Communist organisation IRIS.

It is, for instance,

worth noting that the News of the World reporter who figured prominently
in the programme as a witness of violent picketing had been originally
brought to Mr. Wyatt's attention by IRIS and ourselves, and that the

newspaper series to which he had contributed in 1972 had been completed
with the active help of IRIS in the first place. The programme has
already stung the CPGB's industrial organiser into writing, not very
effectively, to The Times; the correspondence continues in today's
Times with Mr. Wyatt's effective reply, for which we supplied
quotations from the late Mr. Justice Wynn's celebrated judgment in the
ETU case; and with another good letter from Thames Television, who

we understand now hope to make a film investigation themselves into
current electoral malpractices in the AEUW, first revealed in last week's
Economist through IRIS's instigation.

6.

Sir J. Rennie may care to see.

“T C Barker.

IRD G 3/3
21 November 1973
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Report No......COM.l0.0..
LﬂmﬂLmneonmins

Transmitted on......'I‘.hames...'I:ele.viaion.....
Dam...... lathuNQvembenrlals.........

ShmtThb ........... ﬂRedsunndennthe

KSiEEL

mnulon30.p.m.

uBedﬂ ....... "

Peace is an abnormal situation in'a capitalis
t

society, in a class-divided society, it can
only exist for
a short period of time.

(Film)
Mr. Frank‘ghagpl_i
The Communists see the trade unions
as the means of changing sOciety and they under
stand that
he who controls the trade union movement
has the powers to
change governments.

Voice:

The working—class is going to overthrow the capitalist

state, tackle all the various moves, violent
attacks,
manoeuvres, frauds, tricks that are played by
the mass media,

by Parliament, by the various other riff-raff
that leads
capitalist society today.

ygiggi

Smash reformism and social democracy, bring down the

Tory Government, prepare for a general strike
, Labour take

the power, get your copy of "Charter", Special Gener
al Strike
issue, only fourpence.

EQiEEi

I don't believe there is anything to be afraid of

- it isn't a question of whether the Communists net
power or not.
This "Reds under the Bed" scare, to me, I think it is
somethin
which if we aren't careful we can get scared about
when it
isn't there.

ﬂoggrgw_ﬂy§tti

Is that all sound and fury signifyint nothiu

or does it mean something? Are the Communists and
their
allies - Reds under the bed - threatening the way we live
now?
Ever since Lenin, the Communists have known that
there's only
one way they can get power in Britain, through the trade unions.

Every time they've tried to win Parliamentary elections,
they've been hopelessly defeated.
..
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§SRQEE_N9;§9M;EQQ

Continuation No.1

Everyope has the right to be a Communist, everyo
ne else
has the right to know what the Communists are up to.
What I am
trying to find out is whether the Communists are still
oboyinr
Lenin's instruction to agree to all and any sacrif
ice and
even if need be to resort to all sorts of stratagems,
manoeuvres and illegal methods, to evasions and
subterfuves

in order to penetrate the trade unions and to remain in them,
carrying on Communist activities inside them at all costs.

EE;_E§£IwB§EELEEEi

Our long—term objective has been ascribed

in the rule book of the Communist Party and the programmes
that we have been publishing ever since we came into existencc
fifty years ago or so.
And that is to transform capitalism
into a socialist society, to create a system of society in which

we had a rational application of the natural resources and labour
in order to produce, not for someone's profit, but in order
to
produce to satisfy the ever—growing needs of the people.

EE;.£E§EE_§E§RREEL

A Communist to be a card-holding member,

and supporter of the Communist Party policies, has to be
comvlwl'lv
cynical about the individual aims and ambitions of ordinary
people at any point in time, because his purpose is to transform
society and that often means walking on the ordinary people
who

live in that society.

ﬁr;_ﬂg§egwn:

The Communist Party aims at the overthrow of

society, aims at in effect a revolution, whereas the vast
majority of the ordinary trade unionists and workers of this
country have put their whole allegiance and support to the
Labour Party, which is not aimed at the overthrow of society,

which is not aimed at revolution.
Lord Robeﬁsi_
They've utterly failed to be able to persuade
the mass of the people of this country to communism in the
ballot, either at local elections or national elections.

They, therefore, moved into the trade unionmovement where it um:
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much easier with a spl
endid sale organisation
and where the
bulk of the members
never go to a memb
ers' meeting, to be able
by delegated democracy
to be able to get fifty
people to vote
in favour of
a resolution that can
compel two thousand peo
ple

. to enter into an indus
trial dispute.
W. Wyatfg
When did you las

t go to a branch meetin
g?
0h, live never been to one
, I don't think.
How often do you go to
a branch meeting?

lst Union Member;

mix/Eat;
3nd Membgri

Not a lot.

Lﬂzatit;
Eriiﬂeméer;
EZ-......_Wafer

Can you remember when you
last went to one?
Not really, no.

When did you last go to‘a
branch meeting?
Some time ago.

3rd Member:

lL-ﬂxailf;
yelled). er: =_ _

Two years ago?

W . Wygﬂt;
§Ed Member:

w. Wyatt: ..

Biliﬁsznbera
5th_Hember:
branch maxing.

Much longer than that.
How many years ago?

I'm not a militant member.
How often do you go to
a branch meeting?
Very rarely .
Branch meeting?

Oh, I've never been to
a

William“;

How long have you been in
the union?
ﬁlliﬂeﬂesa:
In this one - four years.
We should go - it
shows a lack of irresponsi
bility really.
I mean in our OWn
interests we should attend,
but we don't.
W. Wyatt:
Well, why don't you

6th Member:

ever want to go to one?

Well, it's inconvenient.
Do you think there's any dang
er that the militnnrs
might want to do more extreme
things than you wish?
7th Member:
No, I don't think so.
I think the man on the
shopfloor is too sensible for
that, he'll only be led up to
a
point, I believe.

mixes-t; __
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Continuation No.3

ME;.MSE§9EE£

The object of the Comm
unist

Mr. REEElEBEi

I, as a member of the

Party in the
unions has always bee
n the same, no matterwh
ow much they tried
to disguise it.
They want control.

Communist Party, have
consistently argued tha
t the only way in which
it'll be

possible to force the
Heath Government to
retreat from their
attack

upon the trade unions and
in their effort to lower
the
living standards of the
people, is not by pleadi
ng with them,
but by showing determina
tion and a readiness to
use industrial
action.
HELHMEKESWhi
They know that they can
not get control without
the support and backing
of a lot of non~Communis
ts and, thereforo,
they will fall over backwa
rds to maintain this sup
port and
backing but once they do
get control, whether in
a union, in a

branch,

in a factory, they'll
make certain that the
re's no

opposition to it,
in the E.T.U.

E;_HX§£EL

the opposition will be elim
inated like it wv

In the Lord Chief Justice's
Court behind

me on
28th June, 1961, after
a six weeks' trial, Mr.
Justice Winn
delivered a remarkable
judgment.
He said that by ecokinq

the vote, the Commun
ists in control of the
E.T.U. had made it
look as

though Frank Qagksgll had
won the election for the
General Secretary in 195
9, in fact it was non-Co
mmunist Jock

Byrne who'd been electe
d.
The Judge found that
the Communists
had held control of the
E.T.U. for many years
by deliberate
falsif

ication of the votes of
ordinary members.
He found too
that the Communists had
manipulated the affairs
of the E.T.U.
in the interests of the
Communist Party.

MEL.QEERRl§i

First of all there were fals
e returns

at local
level in the ballot, whe
n Communists, local Commun
ist officials
were unable to fill in eno
ugh ballot papers for them
to win an
election, then they re-rout
ed the opposition's ballot
returns
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and so they were able to rule
them out under the Union's rule
s,
because they then arrived late
.
They also then counted them

and made whatever changes in the
final list that they could
make within Head Office, so that it
was by retaining the machinery
that they were able to hold on and
extend their power.
There

was then no stopping them.

I don't know of a single non-

communist who beat the machinelntil
this Court case.

H;.ﬂ¥§3£i

Is that just something from the past, or is
the

menace still there?

Do the gentlemen here in King Street in

the Communist Party headquarters have
more power than the rank
and file union members realise, or want
them to haVe?

ﬂEL_QE§BEl§i

The Communist Party's influence in the trade

union movement is far beyond its size and
its political
influence in the country.

ﬂrL_B§melsggi

Because the trade unionists have realised-in

practice that the Communist Party has no
ulterior motives, that
its aim and objective is the interest
of the workers.
ﬁr;_§hagplgi
Every Communist, if he‘s a member of
a trade
union, is registered, he doesn't just
fill in a form to say what
his name and address is, he says where
he works and what union
he belongs to.

So they have a catalogue of the trade
unions

their members belong to and a careful
list is kept of these, of
the industrial organiser who from time
to time calls meetinrs
and so that's their organisation taken care
of, but the trade
union organisation is a semi—secret organ
isation, that is to swv
even if you're a member, if you don't go
to a branch meetinn,
you don't know actually what's taking place
at a branch meetinv
and the Communist Party's secret organisatio
n of its own members
within the union, fits like a hand into a
glove.
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Qgpginuation ﬂgzﬁw

They have these advisory councils or advisory

committees and so before there is any annua
l delegate mettinv
of a union that matters, the advisory council
meets, they produvr
a kind of resolution, it is whipped round to
all the branches.
When I was a national official I used to receiv
e resolutions
coming from branches miles and miles apart, all
couched in
identical terms, all covering the same subject from
the same
people that I knew were the Communists and the left-wi
ng
activists.
And this is organised.
ﬁr;_ghapplgi
That's how the Communist Party's influence is
greater,

or manages to be greater than that of ordinary members
because they're organised, it's a State within a
State.
ME;.£9§Q.§9X§£
With the result there are many people who

take all their inspirations from the Communist or Trotsky
stables, but they can still claim to be members of
the Labour

Party and so in an election address they appear to be quite
attractive to the people who don't know them and so they pet

ﬁr;_ghapple:‘

vot J.

They're at about the strongest they've ever

been in the trade union movement, in fact that's their boast
anywhere, that they are stronger now than they have
ever been.

29i2e1_

Amongst the full-time officials of this

Engineering Section of the A.E.U.W., there's about 175 fulltime officials, of these our estimate is that #0, round about MD,
are actual card-holding members of the Party, there's another

35 to #0 who have been elected with their support and would
invariably support them.
On the policy~making body of the union‘
the National Committee, out of the 52 members there's always
a minimum of 12, a maximum of H0 card-holding members of the

Party.

them.
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Misuﬂeﬁ-

So that what you'll find is on Executive

Committees of unions there may not be a majority of Communists,
but there will be - if there are any Communists at all 4 the

.pressure that they will be putting upon their leadership will
be that which is laid down by King Street.
Voicei
The Transport and General Workers is much more difficult,
it's only a limited number of years now, about - what? ~ four 0v

five years since the ban on Communists holding office in the
union was lifted and ... but already_in this short period,

there's been considerable Communist infiltration into this
union and on the Executive of the Transport and General there's
about 36 members on the Executive,

one could calculate between

12 and 15 who are either Communists or would support the

Communist Party line.

E£L_QDEEP£EL

And that is really their position and the

problem is that if they were a genuine reflection of the feelings
of the rank and file members of unions, I mean if the rank and
file members of unions were really left—wing Socialists and in

their disposition, or in their political thinking, I'd have no
objection to it.
The facts are that their positions of power
are gained through subterfuge and they are hell bent on croatinr

circumstances in which what the ordinary people want will not
work,

all these people that don't want to stop the system

functioning.
You can't say Communists aren't dedicated to what
they believe in.

It's because they work so hard that many

workers trust them.

Here's Dick Atheridge, a member of the

Communist Party Executive and senior convener of shop Stdrds
at the British Leyland factory at Longbridge.

He could earn a

lot more but he takes the ordinary average wage for sorting out

the problems the men and women on the shopfloor bring to him.

As a troubleshooter he's as useful to the management as he is
to the union memb
ers.
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HE;.§§§EEX.Q§SEE§EEL

I think basically they get into a

position of power in the union because they
organise amonpthemselves, because the average trade union
member doesn't
participate in the affairs of his union enoug
h, therefore
these people who are prepared to stay late
at meetinqs, to
attend committee meetings, to get thems
elves elected and to
do the work, do get elected.

XQiEEi

The modern leader is increasingly under pressure
from activists and militants in the union, because it's
only
the activists and the militants that play an active
part in the
unions.
(Film of demonstration)

E;_UX§EEL

Halesowen Labour Club, Worcestershire.

Union

branch meetings take place in clubs like this all over
the
country.
Tonight it's the turn of the A.E.U., the attendance
is fairly typical.

Chairman at meeting;
is as follows:

Well, brothers, the agenda for tonirht

first the minutes, then correspondence, then

other information - Brother Davis, the prospective
Labour
candidate will attend the branch meeting on 10th
April.

Cash Book, 6th statement, Trades Council report, the
District
Delegates'

Report and any other business.

E;_EX§£EL

It's easy to see why people don't bother to yo
to trade union branch meetings, they're so damned boring
!
So of course they're willing to hand over monotonous routine

jobs if the Communists are prepared to do them, so here's
Dick
Atheridge once more.
In his spare time he's also Chairman of

this local A.E.U. branch, at it again.
(Film of Mr. Atheridge addressing meeting)
Every time they see a chance the Communists work up a
grievance.
They engineered the Liaison Committee for the

Defence of Trade Unions to push the T.U.C. and the unions into
one~day strikes and protests.
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Continuation‘ﬂg;g_
It's actually a committee for the dest
ruction

of democratic trade unions,

is run by two men by the name
of

Hillies and Halpin who are both Comm
unist Party members, in
fact Halpin was a full-time District
Organiser for the
Communist Party.

ME;.§EX£E_§§£BEEL
organisation.

ﬂ;_ﬂyatti

The Liaison Committee is not a Communist

Except it has a Communist Chairman, yourself,

and a Communist Secretary.

ﬁr;_ﬂalpini

Oh yes, yes, but the other people in it are

of any political Party or no political Party
.
Mr.

Chgpplgi

They've been boasting about their success.

.First of all in defeating Barbara Castle's Indus
trial Relations
Act and the number of stoppages they
managed to get going at

that period and about all the actions that have
taken place
over the Industrial Relations Act since.

ME;_QEEEE§SEL

The Industrial Relations Act, which has rivcn

rise to such a display of bitterness, I don't
believe it's as
genuine as it's pretended to be.
The Industrial Relations Act
is to most people a very sensible sort of
Act and many people

would say that it imposes more restrictions
on the employer
than it does on the unions.

ﬁr;_gimmy_ﬁgigi

When people talk about a law, they shouldn't

think of it as a divine law.
After all it's a law that comes
from political attitudes, from political policy
decisions and,
therefore, there's nothing divine about it, there
's nothinn
sacred about the law.

ﬁr;_g§ggb§§n+

You‘ll notice that in their criticisms of the

Act they very seldom get down to detailed points
.
They are
really protesting against the fact that they are being subject
ed
to the law, whereas in the past they've had almkost comple
te

freedom from legal restraint.

It's just a general assertion that

this is outrageous legislation, but they very seldom say in
\...
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Continuation N013

what respect it's outrageous.

ME;.H§lBiﬂi

The Liaison Committee wants to have a position

where the trade union movement's free to negotiate and
bargain as it always has done in this country and that's
where we stand and that's the limited aims of the Liaison

Committee.

HL_EXEEI‘

But it also reserves the right to choose which

laws it will obey, does it not?

Mr. Halpini

It reserves the right to agitate against

certain laws if they don't think it's in the interests of the
trade union movement of course.

ME;.§EEQE§EBL

You can't really have democratic government

if every group of self-interested
vote and then say —

peOple decide something by

'well, We're entitled to this because it

was a conclusion arrived at democratically by our members'.
You can't have democracy within democracy within democracy.

Mr. Halpin:

I mean if the trade union movement have had a

position where,

shall we say,

if it carried out the laws of

this country, we'd never have a trade union movement at all

during the Combination Act in the 19th century. You've always
got to have a position where people will fight against the laws

if they're not in the interests of people.

ME;.A££§EQJAE¥EEL

I do not believe that any individual, or

group of individuals, coming together as a trade union or else,
can yhope to overthrow the law, if you do then you will have

an unlawful society and almost an anarchaic society.
M3;.B§i§i
We're prepared to fight a Labour Government on
this, we're prepared to fight a Tory Government we're prepared

to fight any Government, where the hard won rights of the
working-class are threatened and endangered.

w. Wyatt:
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Five years
strikes.
less than two million working days through
it was in 1970
later the number had more than doubled, but

nearly eleven million
that we really took off, then we lost

en and a half
In 1971 the figure had gone up to thirte
on
In 1972 we lost nearly twenty-four milli
million days.
to
ker
quic
much
so
Why are we
working days through strikes.

days.

go on strike these days?

Mr. Paul Ferris:

le are
People are more bloody--minded, peop
This

ngness to strike.
comes out in an increasing willi

Well, I don't think anyone in a free
I think that's one of the freedoms
society can avoid strikes.

I couple
we have in this country, but

the right to

'freedom‘

.
strike with 'responsibility' as well
Mr. Ferris:

for thinns, I
Then one' s got people's appetite

society, we' ve all
You know, we live in a consumer
nn
years with advertising, televJsi
been beaten over the head for
that'
papers, hoardings, we're told
advertising, magazines, news
e
good material life, that thos
there is a good life, a specific
.
can have but almost should have
are all things that we not only
suppose.

Mr. Atheridg_:

ent in t1mv
So far as I'm concerned at this mom

our strunple to get fair
I see strikes as the basis for

g in the country.
equitable shares of whateVer' s goin
workinr-class is
I believe as far as the British
ﬂ§;_§ewi§:
he has.
concerned, it is the only weapon
that the
I dOn't think there is any doubt
Lord Robehs:
today are nothing like the
penalties for going on strike
After a.l]
in the thirties.
penalties that were experienced
<'s
the first week you get the wee1
if you go on strike today, in
r
you get the return of any incom
pay that had been held back and
'
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tax that is due to you, so you get more money in the first
week of a strike than you did in the last week of working.
If one goes back to strikes,

say, before the

First World War, you had a society where children died of

starvation and you can find newspaper reports into the early
days of the century where children, where the inquest verdict

was simply starvation, a baby would die because there wasn't

enough food.

Well,

any man who was in a position to strike

would think several times before condemning his child to death.
No man by striking nowadays condemns his child to death.

Mr. ChERni

'

The Communist Party doesn't state its

political aims and objectives every time its leading members
lead the workers out on strike.

What they tell the workers

they're striking about is to get more money from these bosses
who are making a lot of profit.
that we're all against', and

It's

'these so—and—so Tories

... whatever it is, whatever

local situation, wherever there's troubled water they fish

in it, but they fish in it not to help the local situation,

but in order to strengthen their political position and, as

I say, to drive another nail into the coffin of capitalism.

E23§_32§Eﬂ§i

I think they do an enorm ous amount of harm

because in my experience there are a very large number of

disputes and grievances betWeen management and men which
could be settled intelligently round a table, but the
Communists and the left-wingers tend to seize on these
grievances and turn them into industrial disputes,

strikes,

go—slows, overtime bans and things of that kind.

gr;_9happlez

They would not be able to do it if there

were not genuine grievances and it's very difficult'to
conceive a society in which there would not be genuine

difficulties.
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EE;_§2XQL

You see, a person who is a Com
munist or a
Trotskyist is a first-class opportun
ist and so whenever
they see any legitimate claims being
adVanced, they're the
first to hop on to the bandwagon and
so frequently they're
fighting good issues and thus they gain
the confidence
of the mass of the members.
Mr.

Ramelson:

Quite often you can avoid a strike if
you're

ready to participate in a strike, without that
sort of participaiio
is not possible to retain the living standard
that we do.
'
But we also say there is a long—term conseq
uence and that is

workers who participate in strikes and learn from
their own
experience, their own power,

their confidence in themseIVes,
the strength of organisation, of course it
leads them to an
understanding that they are the creators of
wealth, that

they've got the strength and the power, when they stop
workinr
wealth ceases to be created.

It's not the Directors, if you

don't mind my saying so, that create the wealth
, we can do
without the Directors, if they go on a holiday
the factory
keeps on working, when the workers go on a holida
y the facctorv
closes down.
I do not believe and I say this now, that

.

Communists can create strikes.
It is the grievance that creatos
the material upon which a strike can be based and this
is what
the Communist boys who are very well trained, know exactly
how tn
do.

ﬁr;_§am§lsgﬂi

We don't promote strikes.

Strikes are endoni"

into the system, there is an irreconciliable conflict
between
workers and employers that can only be resolved on
a basis of

a balance of strength that exists at any particular moment.
yr. Chapple:
I mean Lenin says that no strike was ever lost.
He said that strikes are won or there are draws but what they
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do is they get the workers into battle
against society

and that's the main purpose of the strike.

ﬂ;_yyatt:

With the increase in strikes, there's come some»

thing new and alarming — violent picketing and intimid
ation.
(Film)

XQEEEL

We'd gone over a motorway site which is very

difficult to picket on the grounds that it has no gates and
about eight hundred of us stormed this motorway site, picking
on individuals who were working there, telling them they had
to get off the site or there would be trouble and other inciden'

,

especially in Birmingham, outside the cement works where
things got very very rough, where drivers were being stoned,

being pulled from their cabs.

The Communist Party must

have realised that there was physical violence going on
because there was reports coming in from all over the place
to Lou Lewis personally, every single day.

M§;_E§Wi§i

I've no knowledge of any intimidation used by

flying pickets.

I've got a dossier here which says you have.
Well, then you may have a dossier that says
We have, we've no record of that.
If they call intimidation
the fact that a busload of men are going to arrive on a

building site and hold a meeting of workers and inform them
that there's a strike in the industry, that they want then to
join and in many cases workers have probably said they don't
want to join,in which case we will place a picket on the rate.
But if that is intimidation then it is within the law because
the law says you're allowed to place pickets on a buildinn

site, as long as you only try to dissuade a worker from goinn

to work.
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I was witness to people getting roughed up, I was

witness to people being shaken from scaffolding, I was witness

to people being punched and kicked.

One man got chased home

and had to lock himself in with his wife and kids.

Other peopln

got hunted down in various towns.

EE;_§Eﬂi§i

Well, if anybody's a record of me having done that.

I'd like to know because, you know, it's fictitious.

I mean we

saw the "News of the World”, they ran a big series and probably

if the gentleman reporter from that is the gentleman concerned,

I'd be amazed because I'd love to meet him face to face because
the fact is that when reading the "News of the World" he was ncvrr

near a building dispute because his facts are completely wrong.

ﬂE;-§Eﬁ§ﬂi

I think the Communist Party and especially the

leaders who were involved, were all Communists, were quite
happy to turn a blind eye to these incidents.

Well, I don't accept there was violent pickctinr

QELngamglsgpi
in that sense,

of course you can never be sure what any individ—

ual might do, but what goes under the name of violent picketinv
usually turns out to be a provocation by the Police, now all

you've got to remember is the famous picketing at the miners'
strike at Saltley, the coke works.

Now you provoke pickets

when you show up with a thousand policemen in order to force

a way through.

Now you don't expect anything but difficulty

develop when you create a mass confrontation of workers with a
sort of battalion of police.

By and large, I would say, picket:

are not violent.
(Film)
HE;_BE£EBL

In the beginning they were controlled by no~one,

it was a selective strike by the union which gradually became
taken over by the Communist Party orientated Action Committee,
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which then more or less sort of
told the union what to do,
told the union to get out of it in
a sense and from then
onwards led the flying pickets on
a day to day basis.
The
leaders of the_flying pickets, I think
, are too dedicated and

professional to have worried about
me or the article, but

certainly there were a lot of pe0ple looki
ng for me from
building sites, certainly they came into
my local pub and4
told the landlord that I should watch
out because I'd very

quickly be a cripple if they found me and even
last night in
fact someone came in from a site and said that
the only reason
he hadn't Shot me through the legs was the fact
that he knew

my father.

H;.ﬂ¥§£§i

The Communists don't have it all their own way

on the ultra left, many of the younger genera
tion think that
the search for power has made them too stuffy
and respectable.

ME;_§EIEEM§2EEBLH

The Communist Party is having great

difficulty in reoruiting young people.
These tend to no to
the more militant extremist organisations, in spite
of the
intense effort made by the Communist Party to recru
it youth,
they just can't get them.

Mr. Stuart_§hristigi

I think that the orthodox Communist

Party of Britain has on a whole number of-central
issues
abandoned a Communist position, abandoned the really
genuinely
socialist revolutionary position and we think that that
happened many years ago, starting off in Russia and since the
thirties we've been buildinv a movement which continues the
traditions of the Russian revolution - Lenin and Trotsky
and that's why we're still in business today.
Mr. Ramelson:
Basically the Communist Party today is, in
our opinion, a left reformist Party, that is to say its policivn
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of the left-win? of
the Labour Party and the Communist Party
's main political aim
is to push itself into the position of
being a dominant
influence on the left—wing of the Labour
Party with the View.
of changing the nature of the Labour Party
.
We don't believe
the Labour Party can be changed, we don't
believe there's a

Parliamentary road to socialism.
Anarchy is necessary?
term,

Well, let's define the

anarchy to me means a society based on co—op
eration and

mutual aid, libertarian socialism.
Its involvement in the
class struggle in Britain, here in the Labour Moveme
nt in
Britain is based on many facets — industrial, social
, local,
you know, the many community groups that are now springi
ng Up
all over Britain.

ME;_QEXiQ_§§EﬂEEEL_
at the moment,

We feel that the system that exists

capitalism has been long outmoded, that it‘s

no longer able to meet the

.. even the most immediate
demands of the masses, this is why the ruling
class at the

moment see fit to introduce all sorts of anti—workingclass
policies.

MEL-§2E§21

I don't like in public to haggle with anyone
M10 claims to want to see socialism, my main fire is directe
d
towards the enemy of the working-class,

I don't see them as an

enemy of the working—class, I don't think they neces
sarily
help but I don't think they're the enemy of the working-class
and my anger is not against anyone else but the ruling
class.

'Egige:

My advice to the working—class, first advice

to the working-class is to trust in their own experiences
and not to trust in the type of 'shit' that gets fed every day
in the schools, through the popular Press, from Mr. Heath, from
the trade union bureaucracy and from people like yourself.
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Egige;
In a democratic society, organisations like this
will exist and if our form of democracy cannot cope with them,
then it's our democracy that is wrong.

Kgi9e£_

I think there's very little danger from the ultra

left-wing, they're not involved in the administrative machine
of the trade union movement, they tend to be very much on the
fringe.

KEEEEL-

The situation in Britain at the moment is that the

mass of people do not support the international Marxist yrouw

and the Red Mao, that's very clear, but what we also think in
that in order to get socialism it's not enough for the mass of
people simply to decide who they're in favour of.

They've also

got to wane a struggle to overthrow the system which is at the

moment opporessing them.

MfiughiBRlEL

Well, I don't think the way-out people are

too much of a problem.

First of all because they usually_crc

so way-out that they get very little support and,

secondly.

they are usually more obvious than the Communists, people can

spot them easier.

Whereas the Communists for a long time now

have not an air of respectability about them that a Trotskyist

doesn't usually have and they're therefore a little more

’plausible.

Voice:

Our influence is increasing in the trade union

movement and will increase so long as the working-class is

mobilised and organised against the attacks that they face.
ﬂ;_yyatt:

Some of the ultra left-wing are not very keen

on talking to the Press and T.V. about their ideas, but they
are not backward in printing them for the incitement of the

faithful.

This is Collette Bookshop in the Charing Cross

Road, it's been famous for years for Russian and Communist
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text-books.

It was once called the
'Bomb Shop'.
Most of the
stuff is pretty routin
e in general and a bit
dull, but in
their small back room,
you can find the source
of the ultra
left—wing.
This is the pamphlet
room:

standard pictures

of Mao tsc Tunn,
Malcolm X, Angela Davis,
pictures of the People's
Wall and so
on.
And here are some of the
publications that enthus
iasts
can buy.
'Workers' fight — turn pro
test into general strike
'.
'Militant — Mobilise for
mass action on socialist
programme'.
'The worker - workers aga
inst the law’. 'Socialist
worker - don’t
wait, step

up the fight'.

and tactics'.

' struggle'.
Visolidarity?’

revolution'.

‘Revolutionary analysis,

strateny

'The Red No - Unite for stri
kes, spread the
fRed Front for working—class
power'.
'What is
'International socialism'.
'Students and the

Deluged by the extravagan
t propaganda in that sma
ll back

room is enough to make you
think the revolution's poin
n to

start tomorrow.

XQESEL

I think that when I first join
ed the Party forty years

ago, I thought it was goin
g to happen next week and
I've learnmI
that things happen not in
a uniform way like that and
very often
things happen which you don
't expect.

XQEEEL

Basic social chance, no displace
ment of one rulinp~

class by another has nev
er occurred anywhere and
certainly

not in Britain except by mea
ns of revolution.

ygigg:

.

Of course it's impossible to get
it without a

revolution, I mean that goes
without saying.

Unless you

overthrow the present system,
then you can't have a new sys
tmn.“

ﬁr. Reidi_

.... of course is this, that this
Government

is forcing the trade union move
ment into a position of
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confrontation and I do
n't think there's any gov
ernment in
this country can possib
ly survive a real confro
ntation with
the trade union or workin
g-class movement, becaus
e the powers
of the working-class are
so immense.
KQEEEE
That's why people like Sca
nlon and Jones and
Communists and others are
winning the positions in the
unions,
because the working—class
are beginning to see that the
mend
for broad left activity to
change the order of society
.
XSEEEi
We are going to organise mas
sive general strikes
to throw out those fellows
who are doing that and we
are
going to start to determine
the course of events in Brit
ain

and that will lead to a situatio
n where the working-class will
more and more move towards crea
ting its own State power, orﬁn
hiuinr

its OWn organs of working-cla
ss power, working~class dem
ocracy,

councils of action to lead that
general strike to overthrow

the Government.

lgiggi

I mean if a man really believes
that the only
protest is to overthrow society
including the trade unions,
as they exist and industry, and
thinks that he will advance
this by organising strikes or
by inciting people to strike,
or by helping to man picket line
s, that is his democratic rivh
t.

HE;.Q§EQP§§21

You know the story about Lenin in
1915,

I've forgotten the name of the
article, in which he gives a
lecture to Swiss students saying
that socialism is inevitable,
the revolution will come, perhaps
not in my lifetime, he says,
actually he had three years to
wait.
Now I'm not suggestinr
that that is true in Britain, I
don't know.
One thing I do
know that socialism is necessary,
capitalism is not capable of
solving the problems that confron
t ordinary people and it must,
therefore, be destroyed.
.
Voice:
I think history shows that you get
more of a
positive surge forward among work
people when standards are
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rising than when they're terribly depressed.
I'm not so Guru
that dejected low-paid, very low~oaid workers, in societ
y,
shown by history,

are the first ones to take effective action.

I think it's when the glass is rising that you get a risinr
expectation and hence you get the militancy that follows.
ﬂ§ziﬁﬁigi_ I take a bit of convincing, in fact repudiate

entirely the concept that there's no longer a capitalist class,
an employing class, a parasitical class in Britain, there
certainly is and the sooner we get them off our backs, the
sooner us workers will be able to stand up in our full human
stature.

Egrdwggbensi

The only way in which you can get trade unionists
to attend to their business which in my opinion is vital to
them, is to persuade them that it is important that they
should take and play a full part in their own affairs.

ﬂ;_ﬂyatti

It's the apathy and disinterest in union affairs

of the average chap which lets them get the jobs and run the
show.
But it's not altogether the fault of the ordinary rank
and file member, why should it be so difficult for him to vote

in important elections in his union?
Why should he have to
go to branch meetings to have to do it?
How does he know
whether the elections are going to be straight or crooked?

The Communists tricked their way into power in the E.T.U.
and held it by cooking the votes.
How can we stop extrowistn
and Communists doing it in the future?
How, for instancc,

are the E.T.U. preventing it now?
ﬁr;_§h§pple:

We run our ballots now by first of all very
careful updating of membership changes of addresses.
No

print these addresses out on our computer and they're sent
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to the Electoral Reform Society who then send out the
ballot papers, with them a return evelope so that anyone who
fills in the ballot papers returns them not to us but to the
Electoral Reform Society.
The counting of the votes is most
important and it's essential from anyone's standpoint that
the people who are involved in the ballot are not inVOlVGd

in counting the votes.

K9193:

Weive already seen the effect of the postal

ballot in the E.T.U., it has permitted a greater participation
of the members in the voting for important positions on the
Executive and for full—time office.
_Kgige:
It may increase the numbers that are voting, but

the problem then raised is freedom within such a system for
someone to speak for and against someone who is standing for

election in a trade union, because there is a danger that the
body responsible for the election would perpetuate the character
of the leadership that is responsible for their election.

XQEESL

Now in the A.E.U.W. the old electoral system where

members have to attend branch meetings to vote,

also gaVQ

the Communist Party a built—in advantage particularly with
regard to national elections.

We've only been having postal ballots for about
twelve months now, so it's very difficult to assess the position
in such a short experience.
But I would say that over the
years, as our people become accustomed to having the responsibility
of voting for their leaders, locally and nationally, I think
that in itself may inspire them to become a little more
interested in their union affairs,

a little more knowledgeable,

so that they will be voting not blindly, but intelligently.

Voice:
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ballot and are trying to do
everythinq in their pOWer to
brin
it to an end.

_ggicei

Well, if you ask me personally
I think it's a for

better idea to have ballots at
the branch where members can
discuss candidates, their mer
its, demerits and cast their vote
.

I think that way you tend to get a
position where people al:tnn4

their branch, either a factory branc
h or a local branch i.n
that way.

HE;_§DERELEL.

I'm certain that given a genuine method of

electing people where people had to ...
those seeking election

would have to state their political
views, I'm absolutely
certain that when someone put on the
ballot paper that he was
either a Trots kyist, believed in revo
lution, or a Communist

and believed in revolution, that he
wouldn't be elected.

221991

It's always a risk electinp COmmunists to
union

office because of the Party line
and because he will
Party before the interests of the
members.

put

l:hn

The Communists want power in the
unions because

of the political power it gives them
.

If they can control or

influence the union they can net
extremist resolutions put
forward at the Labour Party Confe
rence
they can influence
members of the National Executi.ve
of the Labour Party.
Mr. Ramelson:
What we say is this, that the Comm
unist Party
certainly has a considerable influence
beyond its membersshin

inside the trade union movement because
workers have realised
that the policy we advocate is in their
interests and above n11
they realise from a daily experience that
the Communists they
do know fight in their interests.
Therefore we say we hnvn
played a very important part in helping to
bring about the

swing in policies towards the left as far as the trade
union
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It follows then that trade unionists

who become politically conscious
realise that in addition to

trade unionists participatinr in an
industrial and economic

sphere, they're also affiliated
to the Labour Party and,
therefore, play a dominant part, or
can play a dominant part
in shaping the policies of the Labou
r Party and the trawedy
in the past has been that the trade union
movement which is the
base of the Labour Party, was pursu
ing one policy and the

Labour Government was trying to stab then in
the back.
MR.

Reid:

I certainly do not believe that the Labou
r Party
is permanently to be controlled by the right-w
ing in the Labour
movement.
I think that the class basis of the Labou
r Party

will exert itself at some stage or other and compe
l, or brine
about changes that provide a leadership that is
consistent
with the working-class base of the Labour Party.
I think
that that is almost, one could say, historically inevit
able.‘
The extremist policies that are being pursued
will be influencing the Labour Party at all levels,
I mean
first of all Communists take part in political debates
in
their union branches, they often sponsor them and if they've
got an M.P. or representatives on the Council, who
are not
pursuing the left policies that they would like pursue
d, they‘
make sure the branch either does not contribute money
towards
the upkeep of those policies, or they harass them in the
way
I've suvgested they harass officials of the unions,
who don‘ t
do the things that they think they should be doing.

H;_HXEEEL.

You were once Chairman of the Labour Party, do

you think that the existence of vocal Communist and the
militant minorities in the unions had an effect on Labour
Party policy itself?'
Voice:
Oh yes, for the reasons I have already stated
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I'm quite sure, because of the
apathy of the masses, the
vociferous minority have advanced
a viewpoint.
Kgigei
Well, obviously I think that the influe
nce of the
Communist Party's opinions where they
're expressed inside
the factories at branches, do have
an influence obviously,

that's why we do it.
Lord Robens:

If you look at the Parliamentary Labou
r Party,

'you can identify a very large number of Membe
rs of Parliament
who in the earlier days before they wars in
Parliament, were
associated with the Left, some of them who
were members of the
Communist Party, who left the Communist Party.
But I neVer

believe anybody who's left the Communist Party, there
may be
some, but I don't believe very many people that leave
the
Communist Party change their Marxist thinking.
HE;_B§E§l§92i
The Communists are part and parcel of the
British Labour Movement, they're affiliated
members of the trndw

unions, the Labour Party aceepts our affiliated
money but
deprives us of the democratic right of standing as
a candidate
and allow our fellow workers to decide wheth
er they want us tn
represent them at a Labour Party Conference
or anyone else.

It is a negation of democracy that is practised by the Labour
Party.

XSiS?‘

I don't think that the Communists should ever

have been expelled from the Labour Party.
If you remember thnv
were expelled on the basis of, well, traitors to the Labour
movement.

Ramsay Macdonald,

Snowdon, Thomas and the rest of

them, who took measures to ban the Communists from the
Labour~
Party.
I think that the only reason I'm not in the Labour
Party as well as the Communist Party is because they
won't

allow me to be.

EEESEL
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Party is part of the Labour movement
and that trade unions

are allowed to nominate any one of their members
to go before
a Selection Conference, what's wrong with allowing
a Seledtion
Conference to have the democratic rights of choos
ing who
should represent the Labour movement in Parliament - nothinn
at all.
Don't forget that almost every trade union movement

has constitutionally its objective a Socialist Britain, at
some stage or other the child of the trade union movemen
t

will correspond to the aspirations of the class that gave
birth to it.

XQEEEL

The Labour Party will not allow them to affiliatc,

the only way they can influence the Labour Party, which the

bulk of British trade unionists upholds, and was built up
by the trade union movement, is to take control of the trade
union movement.
By controllins the trade union movement thev
believe and very few would argue anainst it, that they will
be taking control of the policy of the Labour Party and
perhaps a future Labour Government.

ﬂ3;_ghapplei

It doesn't matter if you don't very much care

which system of society you live under, I suppose at the lonent
level in society, people who live on very low wages at a very
low standard, it couldn't make any difference to them whether
they live under this system or under anybody else's, but for
those of us, the majority of us, who enﬁoy a great amount of

political, religious and economic freedom, I think it would
matter a great deal.

...ooOoo...
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